
Problems 
 
12.1.  The sweepout efficiency of a single precipitation particle may be defined as 

the volume of space that it geometrically sweeps out per unit time.  Compare 
the sweepout efficiency of a graupel particle with that of a small raindrop 
having the same mass.  For graupel, assume the relations between mass, 
radius, and terminal fall velocity as given in problem 10.2.  For the raindrop, 
assume the linear fall speed relation, u(r) = k3r, where k3 = 8 × 103 s–1. 
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12.2.  In a rapidly developing cumulonimbus cloud, the radar echo is observed to 
appear simultaneously over a deep interval of altitude.  For the particular 
radar used, the initial echo is caused by the formation of drizzle-size drops.  
As the cloud continues to develop, these drops grow rapidly by sweeping out 
cloud droplets, and the radar echo strengthens at all levels. 

        Calculate the time required for the signal to increase by l0 dB.  Make the 
following assumptions: 
(1) Cloud liquid water content M is constant at 5 g/m3. 
(2) All the precipitation growth is by the collection of cloud droplets; there is 

no growth by diffusion or by coalescence among the raindrops. 
(3) The effective average collection efficiency is 0.5. 
(4) Raindrop fall speed may be approximated by the linear formula of problem 

12.1. 
(5) Raindrops account for the reflectivity; the contribution of cloud droplets is 

negligible. 
(6) Breakup effects are negligible. 
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12.3.  The vertical gradient of reflectivity in stratiform rain gives an indication of the 
      extent to which raindrops are growing by sweeping out cloud droplets.  A 

strong decrease of Z with height (or increase with distance fallen) indicates 
rapid accretional growth. 

        In the lowest 1 km of nimbostratus cloud, the raindrops are growing by 
accreting cloud droplets.  The effective cloud liquid water content (the 
product of E times M) equals 2 g/m3.  Using the elementary form of the 
continuous growth equation, show that the reflectivity increases by 
approximately 19 dB in the lowest kilometer of the cloud.  Solve also for the 
fractional increase of rain liquid water content, L, in the lowest kilometer of 
the cloud.  Make the following assumptions: 
(1) steady-state process; 
(2) zero updraft velocity; 
(3) drop growth by accretion only; 
(4) linear fall speed dependence appropriate for small raindrops; 
(5) raindrop size distribution at 1 km above cloud base of Marshaill-Palmer 

form corresponding to R = 0.l mm/h. 
 
12.4.  As an index to the efficiency of precipitation growth by accretion, H. G. 

Houghton (1968) considered the total fraction of a unit horizontal area in a 
cloud that is geometrically swept by the precipitation particles per unit time. 
Derive an expression for this efficiency as a function of rainfall rate for the 
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following precipitation model: 
(1) Drop-size distribution of the general exponential form N(D)= N0 exp(–bD) 

with N0 a constant equal to 0.08 cm–4 and b a parameter depending on the 
rate of rainfall. 

(2) Terminal velocity related to size by u(D) = kD, with k = 4 × 103 s–1. 
(3) Zero vertical air velocity. 
Evaluate this expression for a rainfall rate of 10 mm/h. 
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12.5.  Develop an expression for the rate at which cloud water content M is depleted 
by rain-collection.  As in problem 12.4, assume a general exponential form, 
of N(D) and the linear dependence of fall speed on drop size.  Show that in a 
stagnant cloud, that is, one in which there is no vertical air motion and no 
change in cloud water content except by rain-collection, falling at a steady 
state of 10 mm/h for 5 min will reduce M to approximately 45% of its original 
value. 
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12.6.  In the theory of the radar bright band, one of the effects considered is the 

increase of reflectivity within the melting layer caused by condensation on the 
surfaces of the melting snowflakes.  Show that approximately 60 g of water 
is condensed for each kilogram of snow that melts. 

 
12.7.  From a large sample of radar echoes at an altitude of 2 km in the vicinity of 

Montreal, a systematic relationship was found between the average echo size 
and the core reflectivity.  The mean area of echoes defined by reflectivity 
threshold ζ  (in dBz) that contain interior reflectivities as strong asζ i 
(dBz)is given approximately by 

                           Aζi (ζ) = A0 exp(λζi – γζ), 
where γ = 0.15 (dBz)–1, λ = 0.14 (dBz)–1, and A0 = 150 km2.  This 
approximation is valid for ζ between 15 and 50 dBz and forζi  between 30 
and 50 dBz; it only has meaning ifζ<ζi. 
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  Assume that the reflectivity factor is related to rainfall rate by  
Z = 200 R1.6. 

Use the defining equation forζ, 
                        ζ= 10 log10 Z (mm6/m3) 

and solve for the area-average rainfall rate R  in the echoes, in terms of Rmin 
and Rmax, where Rmin is the rain rate corresponding toζand Rmax is the rain 
rate corresponding toζi.  Forζ= 20 dBz andζi  ranging from 30 to 50 dBz, 

show that R  is within 40% of the value 2 mm/h. 
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